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About This Game

Enter the futuristic year of 1984, an age where ducks run wild in a frantic battle for glory. Win over the crowd and gain a
following by blasting your feathered friends with Shotguns, Net Guns, Mind Control Rays, Saxophones, Magnet Guns, and
pretty much anything else a duck could use as a weapon. One hit and you're roasted. This is DUCK GAME. Don't blink.

 2 to 4 PLAYERS in either Local Multiplayer Couch Combat, or NEW Online Play!

 Single Player challenge mode

 Easy to pick up, emphasizing strategy over twitch reaction

 50+ Levels, 50+ Weapons

 Level Editor
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time ago, and I didn't realize how fun it was until my friend reintroduced it to me. Get it , it's cheap, though it kinda has a
learning curve you need to get through especially if you are playing online.. Fun for a few hours, then it gets old. The gameplay
gets extremely repetitive and the game itself is very limited. Definitely not worth $13. Maybe $5 or even free to play. Either
way, get it on sale if you're bored and want to burn a few hours with friends. Beyond that it is absolutely worthless.. This game
sucks when you're not winning. the game was kind of a neat idea, but every time i actually play online THE SALT MINES
OPEN AND THE TOXIC GAMERS RIP ME TO SHREDS

how am i supposed to get good at this game if they literally just tell me i shouldn't even play...

even though i don't let them get to me.... a lot of the community made maps are rigged, there's no fair play, everyone basically
uses the cheapest \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing tactics, and honestly... even considering [adult swim] 's rather troll-y nature...
this is too toxic.... Good fun party game with friends, if you're ever bored and wanna play a good game with some friends this
game you can come to at any time especially with the varied maps.
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. One of the best games I played. Chaotic and fun; You can't go wrong with this game if you have friends to play with. There
will be salt, sweat, and tears.. my wife and kids left me. The game really makes you feel like a duck
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